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QTY ITEM DESCRIPTION

1 96157 29" Little Mermaid

2 86147 Std. Ariel Once Upon A Time

2 81492 Std. Birthday Little Mermaid

1 91144 28" Sing-A-Tune® Birthday Little Mermaid

1 720622 11" Green Agate® Latex (6 needed)

1 11277 11" Big Polka Dot Colorful Latex (1 needed)

1 5124 5" Yellow Latex (13 needed)

1 5128 5" White Latex (1 needed)

1 18160 160 Traditional Latex Assortment

1 1139 3/16" Citrus Lime Curling Ribbon

1 721093 Balloon Bond Adhesive

1 1714 Ultra Hi-Float™ (16 oz.)

1 1796 Heavy Smile Face Weight (1 needed)

ARIEL'S
ADVENTURE

#96157 / #86147 / #81492
Helium inflate and add curling ribbon. 

#720622
Add Ultra Hi-Float™, helium inflate and 

add curling ribbon. 

#5124 / #720622
Collars: Air inflate two yellow latex balloons to 3" and 
tie them together to form a duplet. Repeat to create a 

second duplet. Twist the two duplets together to create 
a four-balloon cluster. Use these steps to create second 

cluster. Slip the clusters under the 11" latex balloons and 
wrap the curling ribbon around them to 

secure them in place.

Base: Repeat the steps to create one yellow cluster inflated 
to 5" and one cluster of green agate inflated to 8". 

Nest the clusters together. 

#91144
Air inflate and tie into base clusters using an uninflated 160. 

Fancy Fish: #11277 / #5124 / #18160 / #5128
Lips: Air inflate yellow latex to 2" and tie off. Twist in half to 

create two equal parts. Body: Air inflate the polka dot latex to 
6". Wrap the neck around the middle of the lips and tie a knot to 
attach them. Tail: Fully air inflate a 160, release a little air and tie 

off. Fold in half and twist middle into center of the lips. Tightly 
wrap both ends around the body, then twist together to form 

tail. Eyes: Air inflate white latex to 2" and twist in half to create 
to equal parts. Slip under the 160. Draw eyes with a permanent 

marker. Secure fish to base with Balloon Bond. 

#86065

#91144

#96140

#86147

#18160

#81492

Arrange bouquet as shown and 
tie to a heavy weight. 

Place weight into bottom cluster 
of base to complete design.

#5124

#11277
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